Stage 1:
How to complete your badge:
Part 1Show that you know what a computer is and understand that there are lots of uses for
digital technology in everyday life. Think about where you see computer systems and
technology in your day-to-day life, and about how digital technology helps make things
better or easier.
These are just a couple of things that proves technology can be used to make things
easier.
WARNING : Parents should watch these videos first as some viewers may find them
upsetting.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04jylxm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p06gc9wy
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04jylxl

Part 2Q1
What is the name of the animal that shares its name with the part of the
computer you use to move around the screen?

Q2
What is the part of the computer that you type with?

Q3
What is the part of the computer that shows an image?

Q4
What is the part of the computer you speak into?

Q5
Should you operate a computer with wet hands? If not, why not?

Q6
What does www stand for on the internet?

Part 3Design a piece of technology that would help improve your day to day life. This does not
have to be realistic. Draw a picture of it and explain how it would improve your life. This
can be something from your imagination.

Part 4Create a graphic for a computer game, app, or website. This could be a background
scene, character, or other image.
This could be hand-drawn or on a computer. You can choose to do it in the medium of
your choice. Explain the different parts of the picture and what it is.

Part 5Coding is a language used to give a set of instructions to a computer. This task is based
around coding.
Write clear instructions for a computer or person to follow to complete a task.
It could be using a game such as lightbot: https://lightbot.com/flash.html
Take a photo of your certificate after you have completed this
or
Describe the steps to a simple household task such as making a cup of tea and toast.

Stage 2:
How to complete your badge:
Part 1Create a piece of interactive or animated digital art using software.
(Scratch) https://scratch.mit.edu/

Part 2Design an imaginary computer program to help with a scouting activity, and try it out.
Use any programming system/language to complete this part of your badge.
You need to show us what the program would look like, what it would do and who it
would help.
Examples: A random generator to choose a story or song for the campfire.

Part 3Make a simple digital creation that uses code to interact with the wider world through
inputs (such as buttons or typing on a keyboard) and outputs (such as a computer
screen, sound, or lights).
Example: Use a coding language to make a text based game.
Send a picture or video of this to your leader.
Code combat, code.org, kodable (iPad app)
Tell us which program you used, what you created and what you enjoyed the most.

Stage 3:
How to complete your badge:
Part 1In the coding language of your choice, create a basic program to meet a need for
Scouting or your section.
Example: Use a converter from stone to kgs or vice versa for camping/hiking backpack
weights.

Part 2Use a programmable device (such as Arduino, Raspberry Pi, or micro:bit) with electronic
components, code, and appropriate materials to create an electronic gadget and use it in
a Scouting activity.
Design something that can be used in many ways, then most of the time, it will be useful.
Example: A smartwatch
https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en
You will need to create a raspberry pi account to save your progress

Part 3Design and create digital graphics for use as part of one of the above. The elements of
the project should all fit within the project’s specific purpose.
Draw an image on a computer for the first or second part of this badge. Example: A clock
for the face of the smartwatch.

Part 4Present your digital making project, explaining the challenges that you encountered
while creating it and how you addressed them.
Show your project to your scout group, explain how you overcame the challenges you
faced during the project. You or your parents can send a picture to your leader along
with a document of your challenges.

Stage 4:
How to complete your badge:
Contact a friend within scouting and either help them to achieve their badge or show
them your work.

Part 1Using a combination of programming, digital art, digital devices, electronic components,
and other appropriate materials, create something that could serve a purpose in a
Scouting activity.

Part 2Attend a digital making event and show your work, or help somebody else in your
section or another section to work towards a Digital Maker Staged Activity badge.
Example: You could make a slideshow of pictures and music you have made to relax a
group for a meditation session.

